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was left to enjoy in peace the charm of another astonishingly
beautiful night. The light of the moon and the two great
planets, reinforced by the more modest brilliance of Sinus
and Canopus, was seemingly filtered to the earth through a
veil of haze, and the solid sand-cliffs round our camp took
on the appearance of a gossamer curtain suspended before
some fairy stage.
Next morning (February 18th) the baggage train was got
off at 6.30, carrying with it our destined morning meal of
rice all ready cooked in its cauldron. An hour later we started
up out of the hollow and over the intervening plain to the
Bani Khuwairan tract—a belt of short tumbled ridges and
disordered dune groups which here interrupts the normal
symmetry of the long parallel ridges of the Sawafaib area.
For about five miles we laboured through this maze, in which
the Abal reappeared after its short absence in the Ziqirt
district and the Zahr continued in unwonted profusion.
All went merrily as a marriage bell until we came to the
first of a series of parallel dune ranges lying NE. and SW.,
which constitute the district known as Bani Nasir from the
conspicuous conical hillock of Huqna Nasir in its midst.
Here to my dismay we overtook the baggage animals in
spite of their good start and, somewhat foolishly, I suggested
amid signs of universal satisfaction that we should dispose
of our meal without further ado. The yellow flowers of the
Zahr were here in abundance, making a charming scene for
our picnic, and I was minded to seek insects while the rest
had their coffee. Unfortunately I had not noticed that there
was no Abal in this particular spot, and I was horrified at the
suggestion that a second halt should be made for coffee
when we came to suitable fuel. Good-bye, I thought, to all
hope of any real progress. And, suiting my action to the
thought, I continued the march on foot in company with the
baggage train while my own party hastened on to find a
desert hearth for their coffee. ' Ali, doubtless thinking of the
pleasant shekels of yesternight and of others to follow, pur-
sued me on foot to the conical sand-peak of Huqnat al
Msh'ab where, slightly in advance of the baggage, I was
enjoying the view. Torn between his own internal clamour

